JOURNAL   OF   ARNOLD   BENNETT
Wednesday, January iSth.
To-day I received cable from Brentano's saying that " Buried
Alive " was " going strong ", and asking permission to reprint
in U.S.A. instead of buying Tauchnitz sheets.
I finished third chapter of " Hilda Lessways ".   Usual doubts
as to whether the thing is any good.
Friday, January 20th.
Impossible to keep this journal while I am beginning " Hilda
Lessways ", and either going out or receiving, every night and
Sunday afternoons. I have written about 14,000 words of
" Hilda " in 16 days. The stuff is slowly improving. I had not
been able to even read, until I received H. G. Wells " The New
Machiavelli ". This book makes a deep impression on me, and
even causes me to examine my own career, and to wonder
whether I have not arrived at a parting-of-the-ways therein,
and what I ought to decide to do after the book — after " Hilda "
is finished. London or Paris ?
Sunday, January 22,nd.
Friday night, visit with Chateaubriant to Romain Rolland.
Found him in a holland-covered room, disguised bed in one
corner. Tea at 9.45. Sister, spinster aged 35. Bright, slightly
masculine. Mother, an aged body, proud of children, shrewd,
came in later. Romain Rolland, arm in sling ; large face, pale,
calm, kindly, thoughtful, rather taciturn. Giving a marked
impression of an absolutely honest artist, and a fine soul. Con-
siderable resemblance to Marcel Schwob ; but bigger and more
blond. No particular talk. But an impression of rightness,
respectability hi every sense, conscientiousness, and protestantism
(intellectually}.
I wrote 2,000 words of " Hilda " to-day, to end of Chapter VI.
15,400 words to date, in 17 days.
January
I went to see the historic Durand Ruel collection. The furniture
of the abode was startlingly different hi quality and taste, from
the pictures. All the furniture might have been bought at the
Bon Marche'. The table in the dining-room was covered with
the chequered cloth so prevalent in small French households.
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